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IHTHOrUGTIOK 
The first critical study of chlorophyll inheritance published 
was that by M3I1DEL on cotyledon color in Pisum. Among other 
classical papers on chlorophyll inheritance should be mentioned 
that of J3AUR (1907) in which he reports a dominant chlorophyll 
type unable to survive when in the homozygous condition. It is 
interesting to note th;..t in both of these early described charac­
ters, a chlorophyll deficiency was found to be dominant to the 
presence of normal chlorophyll, whereas among the known chloro­
phyll-deficient types a vast majority are recessive in inheritance. 
In maiae, of some thirty-five chlorophyll defects described by 
different geneticists, only one has proven to be dordnant to the 
normal condition. This defect arose from a sectorial chimera in 
the F generation of a cross made by KSMPTOH (1924). 
The plant pigment chlorophyll is without doubt the most im­
portant of all known organic substances, for upon chlorophyll de­
pends the life of the plant containing it and consequently the 
existence of other forms of life which do not have the power of 
photosynthesis. It appears, therefore, that a fuller knowledge 
of chlorophyll inheriti^noe, aside from its imrv.ediate biological 
interest, must lead to uselul apj lications in the wjiy of plant 
improvement. 
The genetic study of chlorophyll has indicated en extreme 
variability in its phenotypic expression, the complexity of the 
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germplasm as regards the genes controlling ohlorophyll, and a 
remarkable stability of certain ohlorophyll types after they 
are once established. 
This paper reports the results of a study of several chloro­
phyll defects in maiae and their relation to other characters, 
with the view of adding to our knowledge of the chromosomal ar­
chitecture of the germplasm in this species. 
These studies have been carried on with material which v;aa 
kindly furnished by DR. E. W. LIHD3THCM, DH. G. II. ST5:CIIAN of the 
Texas Experiment Station, and by LI* Ta tj'iMlC INi; of the I owe Ex­
periment Station. The letters L, 3, end J shall be used respec­
tively before the pedigree numbers of such material. The inves­
tigations xvere begun at the University of Viisconsin and completed 
at Iowa State College. 
The degrees of linlcage in simple dihybrid segregntiona were 
calculated by the method described by EllERSOII (1916). For the 
trihybrid ratios in which there were two complementary genes, 
one being liniced to a third gene, the formulae given by BRUIISOM 
(1924) were used for finding the gametic ratio. The formulae 
are as follows: 
MATSRIAI AICD METHODS 
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s » ^ \1aB + Ab + aB • ab - r 
The Fr, theoretical ratio was calculated by substituting the 
found values of r and s in the formulae adapted from SLIERSOH as 
follows: 
AB 9 r^ + 6(2rs + s^) 
Ab S r^ + 6(2rs + s^) 
aB 3(2rs + a^) 
ab 4 r^ + (2rs + s^) 
For ratios expressing linkage between the f^^otors concerned, 
the closeness of fit (F) was calculated by ELLPIRTOII'S (1901) 
method supplemented by PEAHSOlf'S (1924) tables. The values of 
P may range from 0 to 1» measuring the j)robability of the devia­
tions from the theoretical frequencies being due to errors of 
random sampling (HAKRIS, 1912). 
In dihybrid and trihybrid ratios shoxving independent inheri­
tance of the factors concerned, the parental and non-parental 
classes were often grouped against one another and the probable 
error calculated from these tivo classes. The general formula 
used was: 
P. E. = 0.674.5\p q n 
in v/hich p aiid q are the two elerients of the ratios as, 10:6 
or 9:7, and n is the total number of individuals in the experiment. 
The crosses. For the convenience of the reader, the crosses 
whose progenies form the basis of these studies are given here 
and also in the body of the paper. 
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The factor V oocurring in the genotype of most of the crosses 
represents a seedling chlorophyll deficiency knovm as virascent 
in which the chlorophyll development is delayed for a time. 
•not 
The vireacents which are^known to he different from those 
previously described IDE^IEREQ 1924) are written without an Arabic 
numeral* In the discussion, these characters shall be distinguish­
ed only by reference to their origin. It will be seen in Cross 
IIo. 6 that two virescent factors have been assigned numerals. 
Svidance is given in a later section that these factors ere dif­
ferent from those reported by DEl^EHEC. 
The crosses may be represented as follows: 
L 499E -23 A A C c R r 3u su Y y W1 W1 
V V Sc Sc 
Cross Ho. 1 X ^ 
S 899-7 A A C c r r Su Su Y Y wl wl 
V V Sc sc 
L 499E-26 A A C c R r Su su va Wl V Y 
Cross llo. E X X 
3 699-10 A A CO r r Su Su wl wl Y v 
L 5452-7 V V ^3 W3 
Cross Ifo. .3 X X 
L 5568-4 V V Wg W3 
Cross So. 4 L 4E54-38 
X 
L 4260-7 
Su Su Li Li j J Lg Ig Ho Ro 
X 
su su li li J J Lg Lg Ro ro 
-8-
L 4265-3 Su Su Li Li 7 V An an Ho Bo 
Cross No. 5 X x 
L 4260-4 8u su li li V 7 An An Ho ro 
232-11 Y y Vy ^ ^  ^6 ''e 
Cross No. 6 X x 
230-1 1 r Vrf Y Vg Vg 
The different characters symbolized in the above crosses 
are given in the discussion of types or in that part of the 
paper which describes the F resiG ts« 
2 
Those characters not heretofore described are rolled(ro) 
seedlings and several new types of virescent (v) seedlings. 
DBSCRIPTIOHS 0? CHAHACmS 
Virescent seedlings. One virescent infoich appeared in 
the Fg generation of crosses No. 1 and Ho. 2 has a distinct 
yellow color when it first emerges from the soil. Chlorophyll 
developmont in this virescent type is similar to that described 
by IINDSTHOM (1918). The young loaves gradually becotno green, 
beginning at the loaf tips. The yellow color can be observed in 
the leaves and stems until it is hidden by chlorophyll. When 
the plant is about three weeks old, the first leaf is usually 
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solid green, IJevvly unfolded seedling leaves become green grad­
ually from their tips downward. iVhen gro^m under field condi­
tions during the suinnier of 1924, about one-third of the plants 
matured. Most of these produced pollen, but no ears were formed. 
Mature virescent plants were about one-half as tall as their 
hormal sister plants, but were nearly full green. 
A virescent (v^ • i'lants of this type emerge 
from the soil practically devoid of chlorophyll. Their leaves 
are about one-half as broau and their ster;s are noticeably short­
er than those of noi'mal sister plants. Some plants develop only 
a slight a:nount of chlorophyll on their leaf tips, others may de-
Tolop one or t'.vo streaics of chlorophyll about one-eighth of an 
inch in width runninfr the entire length of the leaf, dtill other 
plants develop considerable chlorophyll, but have chlorophyll de­
ficient streams on the leaf borders. Pure virescent plants are 
not able to live beyond the three leaf stage. 
Two medium ^reen virescents (vy vy and an independeiit vires-
oent). These two types trace bacic to oar J 121-4 of U. H, selec­
tion 135. The two virescor-ts are very aimil<:;r in appearfmce, 
being typical virescent types. The type v,^ seeriS to have slightly 
more chlorophyll than ite independent associate. Both virescents 
have a pale green color when emerging from the soil. Under favor­
able conditions for growth they become green vei^y rapidly, maicing 
their classification difficult. Piire virescent plants are able to 
mature a small ear and produce an abundance of pollen. 
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iiolled. In the second generation of Grosses IJo. 4 and No. 5 
which combined several plant charaoters, a semilethal seedling 
tyr^G occurred. T'be young pl&nt of this type seems perfectly nor­
mal in every respect until the third leaf appears. This leaf 
has a pale chlorophyll-deficient appearance and remains, for a 
time, rather closely rolled. Simultaneously vdth the appearance 
of the third leaf, the first and second leaves become pale, slight 
ly corrugiited cross-wise, thickened, and rolled upward at the 
•borders. At this stage, in extreme types, all three leaves die, 
becone blackened and fall from the pl&nt, leaving the stein appar­
ently unaffected. Some plants may recover and be indietinguish-
ab.le froFi tho normal if grov.'iug- oonditions are favorable. In fact 
durin,^ the aunmor of iy24 the' character cid not appear in tho ex­
pected proportion of three normal plants to one rolled, ijome ev­
idently recovered so quicEily that thoy escaped notice and a large 
proportion of them survived thruout the season. Genetically rol­
led plants were obviously weak for none of these plants were 
chosen for self-pollinating. 
The rolled plant deviates from the normal in still other fea­
tures. The primary root of rolled seedlin^rs is larger in dia-
nster and mere turgid than that of normal sipter plants. There 
is also an abnormality of the icernel associated with eztrene 
types of the rolled character. The scutellum ana adjaccnt part 
of the radicle become daric and voody in structure, anc the iverncl 
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appears as tho it were diseased, ijoeda from a segregating ear 
were sterilised with chlorinated line and grown v/ith sterili::ed 
soil aiid water, ii'ith this truatnient 51 normal to 19 rolled 
plants were produced in an fz family. H0LB'3HT, et al (1924) de­
scribed a diseased condition of the maise kernel called scutel-
lum rot, which appeared to he sinilRr to the kernel condition 
associated with rolled seedlings. Seed from an ear segregating 
for rolled was sent to IvIH. HCI>B3RT to be examined. He found that 
rolled was phenotyyict-lly different from scutelluic rot* 
V/hite-base-leaf. As previously stated hy STROMK {l'JE4 h) 
the white-base-leaf character is very variable in the amount of 
chlorophyll developed pnd the p?ittern in v;hich it occurs over the 
plant. The nature of chlorophyll cispert^ion in the chlorophyll 
deficient areae is one qixality v.'hich vrae constant in the material 
studied by the writer. In tho areas where the chlorophyll is 
sparse, it occurs in broken stroalis between the leaf veins, giv­
ing a strea.ced or finely daj.'ijlcc. apposri;>-ce to tlios'o regions. 
The same characteristic dispersion occurs on the sterna in a leas 
pronounced fashion. Based on the location of chlorophyll defi­
cient areas, the white-baae-le&f character may be roughly ciivi-
ded into two types. In Oiie i,vpe, the deficiency is prinfirily 
the 
at the base of the loaves. In^other type, seedling plants have 
nearly pure vvlilte areas about oue-half Inch in length covering 
their leaf tips, aona of these plants assume a '/lebra-li-e 
a^viioarcince when half mature. The latter are probably rjodifica-
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tions of the sebra seedling character which was describeci 
by STHOMAH. 
Scarred endosperm (FiR. 1). The scarred endosperm type 
•A'hich occurred in the second generation from cross Ho. 1 is 
similar in general to the scarred endosperm choracter describ­
ed by SYST'^R (1922). The greatest difference lies in the 
amoiuit of endosperm developed, and the deepness of scarring. 
In the prcsont material, for example, the crovm endosperm is 
very scant in some kernels. Consequently, a more e:!itreme wedge 
shape is assumed by the upper portion, due to the pressure from 
adjoining kernels. The bases of such kernels are as large as 
those of the normal. In length, they are about one-third less. 
The scars themselves are never so deep as those described by 
SYSTIHR. But they are more numerous, occurring on all sides in 
a minority of the kernels and appear as fine, slightly indented 
and bri:nched stripes often extondinp to the kernel base. 
ra«a«aauKrrfvfr5Mii; 
ShOvVing the relation •between scarred endooporm auid sectored plfuits. Two 
normal kernels and p3.arit3 are shown on the left. 
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IiJH3ivITAHC3 OF CilAiiACTSHS 
White-base-leaf» Tlio white-base-leaf character wae shown 
by STKGldAll (1924 b) to behave as a recessive character in iiiheri-
taace. In addition to his counts, the following results have 
been obtained by aelf-pollinating ana Fg green pli.nte hetoro-
sygous for white-bj-se-leaf: green seedlings, 2860 (2902); white-
base-leaf seedlings, 1009 (t)C7), TLe calculated numbers ere 
placed in parentheses. These tista sux/port the hy})othe3is that 
white-baee-leuf occurs as a reeei-Bive in a Giiv.ple ij:l ratio 
Dev „ ,,-y . This simple relationship is also boDie out by 
P.S.® 
two baciccroGses which gave 169 green to 161 white-base-leaf plants. 
The dGvit;tion was 14t6«31. 
Scarred endosperm and sectorial plant^s (FIr. 2J • Scarred 
endosperm was found by fl92£) to bo a simple ilendelien 
recessive character. The clasaification of norr.U'1 and scarred 
endosperm in the present materiel was rather difficult to make, 
consequently the exact jiode of iniiGritr'iico of thi3 pprtieul.-^r 
3cc.rrcd endosperm charsctor cannot be ascertained at the present 
time. The nuiriber of i"'2 ears shc^Adng the scarred endcsperm se­
gregation (15) to those v/iiich were homojiygous normal (11) agrees 
fairly v.ell with the assUiTii-ition that the character is determined 
by a oingle genetic factor. However, the closest possible classi-
r 
fication of the kernels shov/s a great ueficioncy of scarred 
kernels irom the expected nuiJjber, asfeuming a monohybrici relation­
ship. The total counts are given in table 20. It is seen that 
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the obsorved ratio agrees 'oettor with & duplioete factor hypo­
thesis, although thoj deviotion then is ^5,30 tiries the i^robable 
error. 
A very iiitereatiiig relationsrip exists letwoon soE^rred en-
dospern niid v.. jHpoiii-3a~li;;e noedliii.n- type »vh.ich h;ua bef^n called 
sectored. The sectorou oharactor iy ovidoiitly liuicod to scnrrec 
ondQSpeiTn. Hovvovcr, difficult clas;'ificr.lion oi eridos,i:ei'3ii irtflices 
this point uncortain. llore sh!:^ll be Sbid concerning tr^if; rela­
tionship in a later section. 
Hollod. The rolled charpctor hna proven to be & sin'pls Men-
delian recesaix'e to the normal condition. TIjo ratio of non-rolled 
to rolled plants nay be seeiired fron the P, tables 8, 9, 10, and 11. 
The ratio founc by sunming the counts in these tabloy iy follows: 
normsl aeeclings, (iiB7Z}; rolled aeecilirif:s, 1057 (1091). 
The calculated numbers are placed in pt:rcj;ti".eses. The deviation 
from a 3:1 riitio is 341-1^.3, f?iving h devia tion over the probable 
error of 1.76. 
An Fg progeny teat of 4-.8 ears from nornti plantc inrnishes 
further evidence as to the simple Eono'yLrid relationship of the 
rolled character. On the bacit of a utiit -iactcr differciice be-
tv.-eon ncmitl one- rcJled.s. 1:2 ratio ia a^^i^octod. The t'-c t^/pes 
of progenies occurred in the e>:poct3u proper•" ions. 
Of the 48 progenies, IG bred true for noi'):it-i t-.eeclings and SB 
3egre;rated for rolled. These data prove conclusively thi.'t rolled 
is a airnple iiendelian recessive to the normal type of plant. 
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G3NSTIC INTSHRSLATIOH BETWEEN THE CHAKACTJ5RS 
^ vireBoent and tYl. An interesting relationship is exhibit­
ed between the viresoent and white-base-leaf characters in the Fg 
of crosses IIo. 1 and 2. Four tjrpes wore found to occur in the 
proportion of 9 green :3 white-base-leaf : 3 virescent : 1 albino, 
showing that the albino character is the result of an interaction 
between the factors v and wl. A fev7 families which show this 
segregi'tion are arranged in table 1. The type called ulciao often 
develops a small amount of chlorophyll on the leaf tips, as well 
as other portions of the leaf. In soiiie fejailies, the clefasifica-
tion between albino and white-base-leaf has been more or less ar­
bitrary. It is a significant fact, however, that albino plants 
occur only in families segregating for V and HI, never in mono-
hybrid virescent or whito-b.sse-leaf families. The progenies be­
longing to families 212, 86i;, and 864 given in table 1 have been 
used to show the interrelation betv/een V one '.71 because in these 
the albino plants appear moat distinct. 
It will be noted i2i the table that the largest deviations 
occur in the two mean classes. This is probably due to the fact 
that virescent plants were erroneously clasaified as white-base-
leaf, althou/jh the clasi>ifi otion aj-peared distinct. The ex­
cellent agreement of the calculated and observed ratios when the 
extreme and mean classes are grouped, indic&tes that an error 
vv'as made in clasaifyinfr the Wi.ite-bfise-leaf and virescent types 
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Table 1 
Fg segregation from plants having the composition 3u Su Ir/l wl Yv. 
Crosses No. 1 and 
PEDIGRSE UUICBSR 
1 
GRESI : i  
iiv •  ^ . VIRB3CENT ALBINO 
21£ (1) 161 62 44 15 
863 (4) 104 25 ' 36 12 
(5) 1S5 37 28 10 
(9) 125 51 41 11 
(11) 195 69 75 17 
(13) 115 39 37 17 
(16) 121 48 32 18 
(27) 153 55 52 15 
864 (10) 170 63 51 24 
(14) 161 55 42 16 
(23) 48 20 25 5 
Total 1478 524 : 463 1 162 
! 
Calculated ^ ;3:3: 1 1477 493 493 1 164 
Deviation -r probable error (10:6) = 0.06 
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only. Further evidence that the albino character is determin­
ed by the double recessive condition wl v is furnished by group­
ing the non-albino types (green, white-base-leaf, and viresoent 
against the albinos in tables 1» 17, and 18. By such grouping 
the following Pg ratio is found: non-albino seedlings 7857 (7818); 
albino seedlings 50S (521)# It is very evident that this is a 
A viresoent factor and Y. Several 1*2 e&rs from cross llo. 1 
segregated for endosperm color, v;hite-base-leaf seedlings, and 
viresceiit seedlings. The green plants and white-base-leaf plants 
belonging to each endosperm type were added together and appear 
in table 2 as green plants. The viresoent and albino pl&nts were 
sijnilarly grouped anc entered in the table as virescent. The 
agreement of the observed ratio v;ith the theoretical calculated 
on a 10:6 basis is very good, the devif.tion being only 1.00 ~ 
5.81. Evidently the factors Y and V ere inherited independently. 
A virescent factor and 0  and H. Purple and colorless Pg 
kernels from crosses IJo. 1 and Ho. 2 were planted separately and 
the segregates from each type of ^i^ernel noted. Table 3 shov/s 
the Fg segregation from mother ears of the composition GRV'Crv. 
The close agreement of the observed ratio with the theoretical 
ratio calculated on a 10:6 basis justify the statement that H 
and this V factor are independently inherited. 
15:1 ratio 
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Table £ 
Pg segregation from plants having the composition yV( Wl)*Yv(wl) 
Cross No. 1 . 
YELLOW SNPObPEHM 
1 ' 
WHITE SHDOSPBRM 
PEDIGRSE KUMBSH GHSM • 
1 
! VIRSSGEIJT 
! 
GREEK 1 YIRSSC:SIJT 
863 (5) 42 
, 
14 15 ; 5 
(9) 32 1 9 ! 2 
(13) 28 1 9 8 ' 3 
(16) 35 i ^ 8 4 
(27) 43 15 16 6 
Total 180 61 56 20 
Calculated 9:3:3:1 17S 59 59 20 
! 
leviation probable error (10:6) =0.17 
further evidenco that this V is independent of H arfi also 
of C io furnished lay data arranged in tables 4 and 5. The for­
mer table shava the F segregation from mother ears of the gano-
type cHY'Orv, the latter, OKY*crT and oRV*Crv, Since there was 
j a roasibility In the latter segregation (table 6) of V and C 
! 
1 showing both the ooupline: and repulsion phases, ^ould they be 
i 
I linked, the closeness of agreement with independent inheritance 
was calculated for each ear separately# The agreement of the 
I observed ratios with the calculated, assuming independent inher-
i 
i itance is sufficiently close to warrant the conclusion that this 
! 
I V is independent of both C and 
1 
A virQgcent factor and wge A i^^fcite seedling character, wg, 
) 
; was first reported by linsSTHOM in 1924. Gene Wg was found to be 
: independent of Wg, C, and Lg. These factors represent the 
I Y, R, C, and B groups respectively. 
i 
The interrelation between v/hite seedlings (w^) and a vires-
i cent was studied in the second generation from a cross which 
may be represented factorially as follows: 
Cross NO. 3. L 6452-.7 (7 7 Wg Wg) x L 6668-4 (v v WgWg) 
In the Fg generation, two families segregated only for 
virescent. An exact monohybrid ratio 7;a3 produced by these fam­
ilies, the counts being 166 green -seedlings to 56 virescent seed-
linors. 
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Table 3 
Pg segregation from plants of the oomposition 0 R V-
Cross IJo. 1. 
0 r V. 
PURPLE iCSRIfSLS 
i 
1  
COIOHLSSS XERUSLS 
PiSDIGHJSB imMBES GSEBN ; VIRBSCSUT 
I 
1 
OHEEN i 
i  
VIRSSCSJT 
853 (4) 101 34 20 14 
(9) 1£7 36 41 16 
(11) 173 58 55 22 
(13) 112 40 38 11 
(16) 121 37 43 13 
Total 634.0 205. 0  197.0 i 76.0 
Calculated y:3:3:l 625.5 208.5 
' i 
208.5 ! 69.5 
i Deviation-f-probable error (10:6) =1.38 
r 
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Table 4 
F segregation from plants of the composition c H Y * C r v 
Cross 1^0. 2. 
; PURPLE KERNELS COLORLESS KEHKELS 
PEDIGRI215 NUMB EH iGHSBN ^ VIHESCBKT GREEN VIRESCEHT 
865 (12) 1 59 i 16 48 13 
(19) 64 ; 
i 
17 47 15 
Total 123 33 95 28 
Calculated 27:9:21:7 118 
— 
39 92 
• 1 • , 1 • J 
30 
Deviation -f probable error (34 : 20) =0.53 
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Table 5 
segregation from plants of the composition ORV>orv and oHY»Orv 
Oross Ho. 1» 
PEDIGH.3B UUMBSH 
PUHPLE KERllELB COLORLESS KERNEIiS 
i DEV. 
34:; 
i j 1 
GHSEN i VIRESOSHT i GREEN i VIHESOEIIT 
; I i 
863 (2) 
(5) 
(27) 
1 
56 27 
92 18 
! 
68 £6 
51 1 15 
1 
58 ' 20 
41 ; 17 
1.95 
2.60 
.96 
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Five Fp families segregated for both white and vireacent. 
The data are given in tal)le 6. The Fg segregation ol this V 
factor and Wg produces a ratio which agrees very well with the 
calculated based on independent inheritance. Its deviation 
from the calculated 9:7 ratio is only 2±7.32, 
A greenish and lip:ht virescent« In the spring of 1923 a 
selfed ear J 45-7 of Four flounty, a selection from Silver King, 
was secured from MR. M. T. Ji:;3IJiCII]3 of the Iowa E>:periinent Sta­
tion at Ames. This ear was of interest because it contained 
two very distinct virescents which occurred in a good commercial 
variety of corn. The seed when planted in the greenhouse gave 
145 green seedlings to 96 virescent seedlings, a 9:7 ratio with 
a deviation of 9i 5.19. 
In chlorophyll development, the two virescents are very 
similar, the only difference being that one type develops con­
siderably more chlorophyll than the other, althouph neither has 
been found to live beyond the three leaf sttige. The two charac­
ters have been designated aa greenish-virescent and light-
virescent respectively. Symbols are not given to the types at 
presoiit because their liiik&ge relatious onci identity with other 
Jcnown virescejits have not been determined. In a dihybrid segre­
gation these virescents grade into one another so that they cannot 
be accurately classified, but in monohybrid segregations the fam-
-£6-
Table 6 
Fg segregation from plants of the composition Yw^ • v ^  Gross I3o.3. 
P.SDIGREE NUMBER GHESN VlitESOMT WHIT3 
885 (1) 51 26 16 
(3) 47 14 22 
(7) 74 26 19 
(8) 50 19 26 
(9) 50 17 23 
Total £72 102 106 
Calculated 9:3:4 270 90 
• 
120 
Deviationprobable error (9:7) = 0.E7 
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ilies containing greenish and light virescents can be easily 
distinguished. 
The ratio of the progenies and a suTTinary of their segre-
gr^tions nre arranged in table 7. In the progeny tost, the close­
ness of fit (P) , "based on y.n indepondeiit assortment of the two 
virescent factors, is 0.67, The 9:7 green and vireacetit famil­
ies likewise show a good agreement with the calculated ratios, 
assuming independent inheritf?nce between the factors lor green­
ish and light virescent. Here the deviation over the probable 
error is equal to .56. 
Rolled and virescent. In the spring of 1923 T-H. LIITD3T.H0M 
kindly turned over to the writer t','.'o crosses which combined the 
cheractcrs japonict (j), anther ear dwarf (an), viresccnt (v), 
sugary (su), lineate (li), auci lif^uloless fig). A new charcc-
tBr ?/hiGh hau not hitherto been observed occurred in the 
generation of those crosses. It has uoen called rolled from 
the Gh£:ractoristic rolled conciition of the seedling leaf. The 
chcr: oter evidently orisiiiated from the ic/mily to '-vhich the ciile 
par-jnt beloiiged (L 4L'60; . It seems most fcgical to believe this 
beeauce the Fs segregation of hybrids im-'olving both L 4260-4 and 
L4-260-7 contaiL'ed rolled plants, although they were crossed on 
tv/o fr-milies which were unrelated to OJie another. Family L 4260 
csme oripinolly from Dii. C«. iJ. COLLINS. 
The crosses involving rolled (ro) may be rexiresoiited factor-
ially as follows; 
0 
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Table 7 
[Progenies and their seedling segregations which resulted from self-
pollinating green plants in a 9:7 virescent family {J45-7 selfed) 
CILVHAGTSR ^ 
OF 
SEEDLING 3EGH3GATSS 
DEV 
SSJRaGATION OBSERVSD jCALCUMTED GREEN VIRISSCEIIT RATIO P.E, 
t 
Pure green 1 I 1.9 
1 
95 
Splitting 
for greenish-; 
virescent 
3 1 3,8 
; 
566 171 3:1 1.64 
Splitting 
for light-
virescent 
3 3.8 542 183 3:1 .25 
Splitting 
for both 10 
1 
7,5 1208 
f 
lOOS 1 9:7 .56 
P for progeny test = 0.67 
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Cross lio. 4. L 4254-38 (Su 3u Li Li J Lg Ig Ro Ro) X 
L 4260-7 (su su li li J J I»g Iig Ho ro) 
Cross IJo. 5, L 4263-3 { Su 3u Li Li V V An an Ro Ro) X 
L 4260-4 (su su li li V V An An Ro ro) 
In the second generation of cross 5, three families segrega­
ted for both rolled and virescent. Thoao families are arranged 
in table 8, If the factors for rolled and virescent wore liziiced 
in inheritsnce, an excess of plants is expected to occur in the 
mean classes, B.it a small excess occurs in the extreir,e class­
es when the ratio is calculated for independent inheritance and 
the mean classes grouped against the er-ctrome classes. An equal 
deviation is expected to occur in 41 percent of the trials due 
only to errors of random sampling, the deviation over the pro'bj.ble 
error being equal to 1.2E. Hence, it is safe to conclude that the 
factors Ko and Y are inherited independently. 
The genetic rel&tion of rojled to jsponica and lineate is un-
cert>iin due to the fact tl-ist rolled was not accurately identified 
in the rolled, japonica, anu linoate segregating femilies. 
Liguleless rxnd rolled. Very little ctifficiilty was experienced 
in classifying the rolled plants as to the ligule condition, pro­
vided only that the plants were notod before the leaves blackened 
and fell from the plant stem. It might be stated again, however, 
that only a small proportion of the rolled plants are lethal to 
this e>:tent. 
Three families from cross Ho. 4 segregf.ted for liguleless 
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Table 8 
Po seedling segregation of rolled and virescent. Gross No. 5* 
PEDIGREE TOIBSR 
r ' 
IfOHMAL SK3DLINGi3 ^^OLLSD 3EEDLI2JG3 
GH33ir viiiJisosKr GHSSN YIHSSCSIfT 
i 
888 (3) i 107 
(9) j 166 
(20) 1 170 I 
35 
46 
60 
27 
44 
61 
15 
9 
18 
Total 
Calculated 9:3:3:1 
445 
427 
143 
143 
« i 
132 
143 
42 
47 
It.viation-r probable error (10:6) » 1.22 
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Ta])l8 9 
Showing the Fg familioa from Gross IJo. 4 which segregated for 
liguleless atid rolled* 
• r 
1 
PSDIGRS!? miMBBR ' 
— — .. .. — 
HOHMAL ROLL ISD 
IfIGUL]3D ^ LIGULELESS LIGULEI) i LIGULELESS 
! 
i 
889 {31) 63 23 22 6 
(40) 72 24 20 11 
L 5527 (17) 121 44 35 11 
Total 256 91 77 1 28 
Calculated 9:3:3:1 
• 1 
254 85 
1 -
85 1 28 
i 
Deviation probable error (10:6) = 0.29 
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and rolled. These arcj given in table 9. The agreement of the 
observed ratio with the calculated, assuming independent inher­
itance between Lg and J.?o is very close. The deiiriation over the 
probable error based on a 10:6 ratio is only 0.S9. These re­
sults prove that Lg and Ho are i/iherited independently, 
Susary and rolled. The Fg progenies from cross Mo. 4 which 
segregated for sugary anu rolled are arraiiged in table 10. The 
composition of the parent plants as regards sugary ano rolled 
may be represented faotori^^lly as i3u Ho • su ro. It will be 
noted in the table th^t the deviHtions from an independent se-
greg; tion of the two cliBrecters are rather small* and thf>t the 
mean classea are in excess of the expected numbers. If Ho and Su 
were liniied the e:'-ce8s v^ovild h^'ve occurred in the extrene classes. 
When calculated ior independeat inheritance v;ith a 10:C grouping, 
the deviation ii- only 14 i 16.6. It is very evideiit from these 
results the.t the factors for sugary and roiled i^re indepenaent 
in inheritance. 
Kolled and anther ear dwarf. The different P,-, classes 
" ' ' ' ' ' 
in the segregation of rolled and anther ear dwarf, from cross 
No. 5 were fairly dintinct. Hovvever, there v/an sc-ietimes an 
uncertainty as to the classification of dv/arf-rolled plants 
when t}:ey v.'ere observed in the early three leaf stege. This wns 
due to the fact that awarf plants have shorter, broader, and 
slightly thicker leaves than do normal plants, conaequontly the 
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Tal)le 10 
Showing the Pg families from Cross No. 4 whioh segregated for 
sugary and rolled. 
STARCHY KISRIJ^S SUGARY iCERHSLS >• 
PEDIGREE ITOIvlBEH HOSLIAL : ROLLEE UORUAL ROLLED 
291 (4) 107 38 49 13 
(7) 244 77 83 24 
889 (1) 32 9 5 3 
(8) 80 23 25 7 
(28) 114 51 22 8 
(21) 66 24 20 4 
at) 101 29 19 6 
(S6) 87 32 11 3 
(40) 75 22 23 9 
L5527 (1) 68 30 44 7 
(2) 120 37 40 13 
(13) 129 45 59 17 
(16) lEO 53 49 11 
(17) 131 35 34 1 11 
Total 1472 505 483 I x3o 
Calculated 9:3:3:1 j 
i 
1460 487 
1 1 
487 162 
Deviation-f- pro"bable* error ( id) ;6) « 0.84 
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rolling of the leaves is less definite. The dwarf-rolled types 
could he identified with more certainty if the plants were allowed 
to grow four or five days longer than the tall rolled plants. 
Three Fg families which segregated for rolled and dwarf are 
"given in tahle 11. The agreement of the observed and calculated 
with independent iniieritance ia unusually close, the deviation 
from a 10:6 ratio being only 5±.7.7. i^vidcntly the factors Ro 
and An are inherited independently. 
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Table 11 
Fg seedling segregation of rolled and antlier ear dwarf. Cross Ho.5. 
IfORMAL PLAIfTS H0LLED PLANTS 
\ 
PSDIGRSS SUf;IB3n TALL : DWAHr 
1 
I'ALL 
. 
3)WAHF 
• 
888 (7) 174 61 50 13 
(34) 73 22 26 6 
(49) 74 24 30 12 
Total 321 97 106 31 
Calculated 9:3:3:1 312 104 
i 
104 35 
Deviation probable error (10:6) = 0,G5 
-35-
LVJKAQE HISLATIOirS 
yactors A and STHOiiAM (1924 a) reported a linkage with 
about 45 percent of crossing over between the factor for juitho-
cyanin (A) and a virescent factor which he desi.f;^nated as 
Shortly thereafter, (1924;) reported the finding of five 
genetically different virescent factor pairs. Ke likewise de­
signated a virescent aa v^, his v-j^ being located in the C link­
age group. Thus, unfortunately, the symbol was duplicated. The 
virescent which DSIvilSBC gave the symbol Vg is identical 7/ith 
LIIJDSTROM'S virescent and probably with the virescent (vj) de­
scribed by STHOMAH. However, a cross between the two will be 
necessary to establish their identity. 
Due to the looseness of the lintege betv/een ti'ie factors 
A and Vi ('S V ) it was thought advisable to secure addi-
tional data concerning the rela.tionship between the two factors. 
From material having two virascents and which, traced back to 
STHOiiiAJT'S material, a cleanly segregating ffa^iily (885-16) for 
A and has been isolated. The counts from this family are as 
follows: green red-stem seedlings, 216 (215) green non-red stem 
seedlings, 85 (82.5); virescent red-stem seedlings, 80 (82.5); 
virescent non-red-stem seedlings 16 (17). The numbera in paren­
theses represent the theoretical ratio calcu}«:'ce(l from a gametic 
ratio of 1 : 1.4^5. This indicates a repulsion liiUi.'.ge vith 41.2 
percent of crossiiig over botweon the factors and V^. It will be 
noted that the devir. tions are very snail. The olceoness of fit 
calculation gave 8 vrjlue for of only 0.216 which means a very 
good agreement when calculated on the uasia of 41.2 percent oroes-
ing over. These data are not considered as conclusively proving 
the linltage of A but it is thought probable that further 
teats with family 880-I6 will give conclusive eviderxce of c. linJfc-
age between the tv/o factors. 
Factors and Y » The first linicrge data involving the 
Y (yellow endosperm} factor end establishing the Y linkage group 
was reported by EKIEHSON (1921), Y being liniced to PI, the factor 
for purple plant color. 
In the spring of 1923 a cross was made between two viresceiit-
carrying strains of commercial corn; J 136-5 from selection 
133, a yellov/ dent corn and J 121-4 from Silver iiing. The strains 
were planted under field numbers 232 and 230 respectively. The 
family 230 carried two very simil: r medium viresccnt types, one of 
v/hich has been designated Vijp. These tno virescents are very liiiely 
independent of one another aiS indicated by their liiiKage relations 
with Y. When Vijr alone ?/as segregating, the cro£ising over percejitage | 
j with Y was found to be 41.5. Vi/hon both virescent factors were se-
greg?. ting and the independence of thr; secona virescent v;as assumed, 
f 
a crossing over j;ercontage of o5.5 was found. Chance .v;lone could ; 
j 
cause an equally large uiffere.ice in tho crossing over percentage. I 
The cross between a normal green plant from 232 and a pure 
virescent plant from 230 may be represented fectorially a:- follows: ] 
Cross llo. 6 232-11 ( Y Y V„ V„ V V V, ) 
/ 7 o 5 I 
X •; 
230-1 (y y v^ V7 V V Yg Vg ) ; 
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The ITx plfirits were all normal green, showing thst different 
Tirescerit factors were involved. Among seven Fg progenies, two 
trihybrid green and virescent, tmd two r. ihybrid raediun viroBceiit 
segregating progenies oacurred. One irust conclude from this that 
the pure virescent plaint £20-1 was heterosygoua for a second vir-
esccnt factor. 'The two trihybrid segregating f?.uniliea produced 
e total of 282 green seedlings to 529 virescents. The deficiency 
of virescents is caused largely* by errors in the classification 
of sone greenish virescents. Data from these fcniliea are not 
included in the linlcftge calculations# 
One faraily, ^^21-9 segregated for one of the Eieaixim vires-
cents, V7. The relation of tl-is virescent to yellow endosperm 
may be seen in table 1£« i'rom the composition of the parents, 
the coupling phase woixld be expected if Y and the virescent factor 
were linked. An excess of 47 plants did occur in the extreme 
classes when based on the calculations for independent inheritance, 
the deviation over the probable error hoving the value of 4.6. 
A gametic ratio of 1.4 ; 1 was found, incicatin^; coupling linkage 
between Y aiicl V7, with a crossing ovt-r percentiige of 41.5. O^he 
closeness of fit was only fair, P being equal to 0,o8. The poor 
agrocricnt is partly due to the difficulty in Glaar-ifying ao;:o of 
the virescent plants. 
Tivo Fg ffimilios segregated for the tvi'o r.ediura virescents. 
The seedling counts fror those families are arro,u.:ed in Table 13. 
Here again the coupling phase of linlcage between the factors,Y 
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and Vrf is exhibited. The percontage of crosBJ. ug over was found 
to be 55,5 with a value for P of 0.40« 
The weighted gametic ratio trova the Y and V7 segregation 
shown in tables 12 and 13 is 1.61 : 1.00 which indicates on aver­
age crossing over percentage of iS.is. 
Two other Pg families segregated for light virescent IVg) and 
medium virescent (v^). These two families reveal a rathe/ unusual 
occuij^eiice. They fumish evidence that both I'^irescent factors are 
I borne on the san^e chromosome with the factor for yellow endosperm. 
She relstion of the two vircscents to one another may be seen in 
table l-i. It will be noted that the interrelation between medium 
j virescent and light virascGnt is similar to that between the vir-
i escent ana albino characters. The factor for lisht virescent 
I 
j dominates the factor for medium virescciit, consequently they would 
I proouce the ordintry 'J : 5 : 4 ratio if they were not linked in 
inheritance. There is an excess of 17 plants over the number 
expected with independent iiUicritance betv.'een the two virescent 
factor^). This indicates repulsion lini.age which ic expected 
since the rirescents entered the cross from different parents. 
A gametic ratio of 1 ; 1.57, indioatiiig a cross over percentage 
of 4E.E between V5 and V17 is shov/n by the I'g data. 
Those families so^rrogating for the factors V5, V7, and Y 
are given in table 15. Before calculating the lini:age relations, 
the medium virescent plants v/ere groui^ed with the: green pltints 
-s&-
under both the yellow ana white encospern classes. This is 
legitimate hecause the factor for light virescent expresses it­
self in the presence bS: ".'ell I's in the abeeuc^e of the fsctor 
for fediuR riresc&nt. Hence, the lip:ht Yirescent plants occur 
in unci is tvrbeci jroportions among the yellov; and ?;hite endosperm 
classea» Links.,=:e oalculytions revealed 2S per.ient crossing over 
bet^veen Y and V5. The closeness O' fi"* is very good, the value 
of being only 0.68S. 
A supiriary of ths above limc-ige tests may be fiveii in the foim 
of 8 chromosome ni^.p as follovvs: 
Vg 2i5 y 3a V7 
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The relf tion of and to the other factors in the linicage 
group has not been determined. Crosses are planned to test light 
virescent against the factors PI anfi Wj. It is believed that a 
more distinct strein of the meoium viresceut materio.! (r^) should 
bo isolated if possible before naking outcrosses for liiiiCi-ge tests. 
The reasons shall nov/ be frivcn for believiiig that the present 
virescent t:-pGs(v£. and vy) nra diffor-rat froK those roporteci by 
D •3I.ir.-^"?G (1924). He has reported five genetically different fac­
tors for viresce.it seed liners in rv. i;ie« The f^:Gtor found • 
to boloiir-; to the G-Wx; group, aiic to the B-Lg gro'ip, therefore 
neither or can be limzed •."/ith Y to v-^hich fuc"or the present 
Renes nre lini.eo * Ke has alt;0 fcujid (unpublished data.) th^.t 
(protoably identicf!! vi th aTI^OMAN'3 V^) is not linked to Y. 
Other data, while not entirely conclusive, furnish a rathor 
stron^ inaic-'jtion th--.t the factors V-; and Y are liLev/iee inde-
pendent. Kis counts arc as follows: yellow endosperr-green sced~ 
liiigs, 9£ (y6); yellow, guc ooperra-Tiree-oeiit fjoedlinga 2i> {32); 
white eadospern-grceri seedlings 36 (5S); white endosperm-vir-
eocont s-eedlinps 11 (10). The theoretical ratio for indo]jendent 
inheritance is pl" C3d in nrre;it}-03ea. When the ratios r.re grouped 
on a 10 : 6 hasis, the deviation is aero. Hence, it seems safe 
to concli.de that the factor V3 is genetically different from the 
writer's virescerit types becauRo the ristfinces of the latter rir-
esc;ents from Y are t^'out 2c f;.nd 38 unite. The virescent factor 
Vr wrp fo \!}6 hy I^VIKAU (1924) to "oelonr to the lints,group ?.'ith 
brov;n sleurone (Bn), g-lossy fgl) Ptio ramosr. (ra). Therefore it 
in c;li-c indGpoiiaent of Y. 
It appears th;. t the e\'idenee in frvor of the tf.'o r^:-escnt 
genes Deing different from thoee heretofore reported is sufficient 
to justify aasignin-f- thfim tho next two higjier numerrils in the 
virescent series. They have be.';n ?i%'en the- symools Yc, and V7. 
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j Table 12 
I Pg segregation from plants of the oomposition Y Vy "V Vg*y v,j, V 
j Cross Ho. 6 • 
YELLOW BNDOSPBHM WHITE EKDOSPEBM 
PSDIGHSB IIUi-IBEHS j GREEK' 
) ;  
VIHBSCEin' GRSEli VIHBSCSIfT 
9£1 (9) 592 149 178 79 
Total 59£ 
• 
• 
Calculated (1.41:1 liniC£ge|£85 
f 
149 
164 
178 
164 
, ,  
79 
85 
P «= 0.30 
i -4E-
! 
i Table 13 
I 
! Fg segregation from plants of the corrposition Y V7 V Vy v V^» 
i Cross Wo. 6, 
YELLOW MDOSPEHM 1 WHITE MDOSPSRM 
1'E1AQRZ2 rjIC:;:R Glism VIKESCENT 
( 
j GHSSN VIHBSCENT 
y^i (6) 203 130 46 44 
(8) 242 147 60 72 
Total 445 277 ; 106 116 
Calculnted (1»8S:1 lii)k8ge)428 
i 
280 103 
J—: .......l. 
133 
P =0.40 
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Table 14 
segregation from 2)lsnts of the oomposition "J V„ V v 'y V Yg. 
2 ' 6 ' 
Cross Ho.6. 
PSDIGRE3 iroMB3H • GH33II ! MEPIUlil VIH]33Cl!:i?T 
1 1 
LIGHT VIHESCSHT 
921 (1) : 209 1 81 104 
(7) 288 98 13S 
Total j 497 179 2S7 
I Grouping viresoents ^ 497 416 
! I 
Calcxxlated{ 1:1.37 linkage) 497 416 
1 Table 15 
i 
I Fg segregation from plants of the coniposition Y V v^«y V V . 
i j With classes grouped to show the relation between Y and . j 
I Gross Ik). 6» 
P 21^10 REE YSILOW lillfPOdPEHil V/HITi] .aiffiOvSPEHil 
iniMBi® 
GHSBH YIH'CSG 
JU 
'iiT 
LIGHT METIUIJ 
VlitKSCI^IiT 
LIGET 
V1RS3CE1^ 
921 (1) 146 49 95 63 32 9 
(7) I 211 61 130 77 37 3 
Total 1 
< 
357 110 225 140 69 12 
Grouping i 467 225 ao9 12 
} 
Calculated 
(1:3.5 linkage)468 
. J 
217 
.. . . -
217 11 
= 0.683 
P = very good fit 
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Relatlon between the factors W1 and iau. In a recent paper 
by STi^OMAN (1924 b) it was shown that the faotor for white-base-
leaf (wl) ana sugary endosperm (su) are liniced with about Hb 
percent of crossing over. The writer has accximulated additional 
and more extensive data verifying tiie lintege of V/1 snd Su. 
Duri2ig the Buinaer of 19S2 two crosses wore made in order to 
study the interrelation of kernel charactors and the white-base-
leaf character. 
The crosses may be represented factorially as follows: 
L 49y2-E3 (A A C c R r Su su Y y Wl Wl 1/ Y 3c 3G) 
Cross IJo. 1 X X 
S 899-7 (A A C c r r Su Su Y Y wl wl V v Sc sc) 
L 4'J92-26 (A A C c R r 3u su 1^/1 V/l V Y) 
Gross No.2 x 
3 899-10 (A A 0 C r r 3u 3u wl wl V v) 
Family L 4992 was the of a cross between Black Mexican 
sweet corn and Golden Glow, a yellow dent corn. Family S b99 was 
a homozygous white-base-leaf family, originating from a hybrid 
ear (A 1222-S x A 1515-8) made by DH. G. ii. ciT.iOiviAIJ from material 
secured from .DH. . Ear 1222-was factorially A A C c 
rS r^ su su. The othur ear, A li5lb-8, came from CASTLE'S 
mimber 122, being hetero227gous for sor e chlorophyll (icfisiencies 
end defective seed. 
In arranging the ana F5 data from crosses ilo. 1 and I/0.2, 
those families which segregated for sugary and white-base-leaf 
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only (Su su Y/1 wl V V) were placed in separate groups from 
those families which segregated for viresoent in addition (Su su 
Wl wl V v)* 
The degrees of linlcage in the simple dihybrid segregations 
were calculated by the method described by E!M£R30II (1916). For 
those families which segregated for sugary, v/hite-base-leaf, and 
Yirescent types, the green plants were grouped against the non-
greens, the latter class including the characters white-base-
leaf, vireacent and albino. The gametic ratio v/as then calcula­
ted by formulas suggested by SltUl-jSOIf (1924) for use with tri-
hybrid ratios involving two complementary genes, one of which 
is linked to a third gene. In the present case the genes for vir-
oscent and white-base-leaf are the two complementary genes, the 
factor for v;hite-base-leaf being the complementary gene which is 
liniied to a third gone, the factor for sugary. 
Those P families which showed the dihybrid segregation for 
stagary and white-base-leaf are arranged in table 16. The calcu­
lated gametic ratio was lound to be 1:3.2. It v/ill be seen in 
the table that there ie an excess of plants occurring in the star­
chy green glass and a deficiency in the sugary white-base-leaf 
class. The deficiency of white-base-leaf plants among the sugary 
kernels is very significant because of the smallness of the class 
resulting from repulsion linkage. The deviations in the other 
classes are negligible. These points me.y be illustrated by the 
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closeness of fit caloulations for table 16 as follows; 
Phenotypes 
Starchy green 
Starchy white-
base- leaf 
Sugary green 
Sugary white-
base-leaf 
Observed 
1997 
906 
904 
32 
Caloulated 
1;3.Slink-
age 
1974 
905 
90S 
55 
(0-C) (0-C)^ (0-G)^ 
0 
23 
1 
1 
23 
529 
1 
1 
529 
P 
0.268 
0.001 
0,001 
9.618 
9.888 
0.02 Closeness of fit (P) for total 
This does not explain the deviations, however. The excess 
of plants in the double dominant class might be accounted for 
on the basis of pure chance variation or contamination, but it is 
harder to account for the large proportional minus deviation in 
the double recessive class. The deficiency may be partly due to 
the poor germination of the sugary kernels in the double recess­
ive class, the gornination of sugary kernels being 4 percent lower 
than thr^t of the starchy. More light will be throvm upon the 
situation by other and data. Unfortunately double recessive 
plants were not available for backcrosying to hybrids curing 
the suraner of 1924. 
Those F families which segregated for sugary, v/hite-base-
2 
leaf and virescent are arranged in table 17. Again it will be 
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noted that there is an excess of plants over the calculated among 
the starchy classes aiic a deficiency among the sugary classes. 
The linkage calculations show a crossing over percentage of 18.9 
between and Su. A value for P of 0.63 is shov/n, which is 
much higher than thiit of the former table. The method of group­
ing is partly responsible for the higher value of P. 
An Fg progeny test of white-base-leaf and sugary including 
38 families is given in table 18. Of these families, 16 exhibit­
ed the repulsion phase of linkage between and Su and one 
exhibited the coupling phase. The 16 families were grouped into 
two classes, those not segregating for virescent and those se­
gregating for it. Virescent was not present in the one family 
{87i>-4) which showed coupling linicage. The cros^'^over percent-
ages given by these three groups are £8.7, 34.5, and 15.1 res­
pectively. The latter figure is based on only 17S plants. In 
the Fg generation, the closeness of fit is similar to that of Fg 
in being very low as shown in table 18 , the valiies of P for the 
three sets of data being 0.01, O.OE, and 0.15. 
A summary of the F3 progenies is given in table 19 . It vdll 
be noted that the progeny test shov/s a very aberrant ratio. The 
profeniee occur in such fashion that it would be iripractical to 
figure the percentage of crossing over by the ordinary r and s 
method. When the calculation is based only on the number,of fam­
ilies showing the repulsion linkage fl6) and the coupling 
1 linkage (1), a crossing over percentage of 20 is found. On 
i j account of the great deviations in the other genotypes, 
I the percent of crossing over has little meaning. It v,/ill be 
i 
1 noted that the laxgest deviations occur in the Su Su W1 V/1 end 
1 
j su su W1 wl classes, seven progenies more than expected o'ccur-
j 
I ing in the former class, and none occurring in the latter class 
I i where 4 were expected. Differential viability has no doubt 
j played some part in causing the deviations for there y/ere many 
I F plants which did not produce an ear. Another explanation for -the 
aberrant Fg and Fg seedling ratios may be that the wl factor is 
unable to express itself in the presence of su under some condi­
tions. It muEt be admitted that more study will bo necessary be­
fore the Su and V/l relationship can be satisfactorially explained. 
The average weighted gametic ratio of all the PE and F„ fam-
3 
ilies was found to be 1;3»54 which indicates a crossing over per-
cerjtage of 22 betv/een the factors Wl and Su. It is not known 
what v/eight should be placed on the cross'^over percentage (20) 
calculated from the progeny teyt. From the data given heroin, 
c 
it seems safe to coaliide that the factors Su and Wl are about 20 
A 
or 22 units apart. 
Teats are unuer way to locate the IVl factor in relation to T., 
(jr/aT'iR 1921). The location of Wl can then be more deifinitely 
ascertained. 
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5iar,S.-: 
•inB 
buijarj kcrridb !<*'• (.In IV«,' biMrthj i icrhcli 
Figure 2 •* Showing the segregation of v;hito-base-leaf 
seedlings and suygary endosperm. The family to the right (513) 
is segregating for virescont in addition. 
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Table 16 
Pg segregation from plants having the composition Su wl V'su W1 Y 
Crosses 1 and 2. 
STARCHY SUGARY 
pisDiGHi!]® mmm 
1 
jGRSM : ( • j j 
V/.B.L. GREEN W.B.L. 
Ell UO) 
; 
1 179 85 51 2 
1 
863 (17) 1 i 50 51 2 
(24) ; 113 71 50 5 
(26) i 193 74 83 3 
864 (17) ; 125 78 61 0 
865 (1) 135 78 68 0 
(8) 175 80 79 5 
(14) 176 66 78 2 
(23) 115 44 45 2 
(28) 108 53 1 60 3 
866 (4) 150 41 87 0 
(2) 66 43 33 1 
(10) 83 31 26 1 
(12) 176 66 95 5 
(22) 93 46 37 1 
Total 1997 906 904 32 
Calculated(1:5.2 link^^il974 
I I . .  , ,  1  1  I 1 
905 ; 
I 
905 1 
, i 
55 
0.02 
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Teble 17 
Pg segregation from plants having the composition Su wl v*3u Wl Y 
Grosses Wo. 1 and 2. 
PSDIGRSB 1 3TAKGHY SUGARY milfl'aS 
IfUltBEH 
I 
i G S. 
|i 
j W.B.L. 
ii 
VIK. ALB. G. R. V7.S.L. YIR. 
, 
ALB* 
209 (6) 137 I 69 43 31 62 0 18 0 
211 (8) 12 8 2 2 5 0 0 0 
(9) 97 54 42 16 46 1 13 1 
863 (2) 66 40 26 16 43 3 14 0 
(3) 1 72 23 25 12 , 30 1 13 0 
(6) : 128 
i 
58 48 19 ! 49 5 12 3 
(14) j 130 64 41 18 66 2 15 2 
(31) 91 43 39 15 35 4 8 0 
864 (20) 103 49 40 11 54 3 13 2 
865 (4) 79 50 20 7 42 5 2 0 
(6) 67 42 , 24 8 32 : 2 18 0 
(7) 64 31 14 11 30 1 11 0 
(20) 79 34 S-i 13 34 ; 1 7 0 
(24) 90 48 39 15 42 3 8 0 
(32) 70 53 
i 
30 8 28 3 10 : 1 
(33) SB 52 
I 
31 10 45 2 10 1 1 
866 (5) 84 36 22 11 34 3 ; 12 i 
• i 
1 
(7) 70 ; 89 
1 > 
26 10 29 ; 0 1 
i 
14 i 
i 
i 
1 
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Table 17 (concluded) 
PSDIGHEIS 
IIUI'ABSH 
STARCHY KliRUT^ 
G H. V)( B cL • vIH. 
3UGAHY ilBHI-; 
ALB. G :i. • r T) T cii « Jj I 
]3LS 
VIR, i ALB 
( EO) 
(27) 
(40) 
41 
77 
133 
15 
33 
53 
y 
23 
49 
^ I 
^ i 
19 I 
16 
36 
51 
2 
0 
4 
-L 
3 
14 
31 
2 
1 
1 
Totals 1778 852 617 260 811i 45 246 16 
Grouping j 1778 1729 i 811 i 
i  ;  
307 
Calculated ! 
1765 1704 836 1 320 
1:4,3 llniiage • \ j i 
'i i  
. .  . . 3  1 .  . . .  
P= 0.63 
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Tatle 18 
progeny test from Fg ears of the composition Su su V/lwl V V 
and Su su W1 vvl V v. Grosses Wo. 1 and 2. 
PSEIGHES STAHCHY iCBiiMSLa SUGAKY KERI-
GHJ3EN IW. B. L. VIR. ; ALB. i CxRSSII I W. B. L 
BL3 
VIR. I ALB. 
869 (S) 
873 (1) 
( 6 )  
(16) 
(26 )  
166 
78 
62 
11 
65 
57 
17 
24 
6 
17 
Total 382 i 121 i ; 
Galculatedi 
(3:1) : 377 126 
Deviation -f- probable error (3:1) « 0.76 
868 (5) 41 10 10 1 
1 t 
(7) 65 17 24 4 : 
(10) 27 10 11 
^ ; 
(11) 42 11 18 
869 (1) 52 31 14 6 
(7) i 31 10 11 2 
Total I 258 89 88 25 i 
Calculated;' 
(y :5:3:1)| 269 
1 
1 86 66 
i :• 1 • 
1 29 ; 
Deviation -r- probable error [10:6) = 0.71 
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Table 18 (continued) 
PSl^IGHSE STARCHY iG?HNELS SUGARY KEnliBLS 
GRHEIf 
! 
W.3.L !VIH. , ALB. W.B.L. !VIR. 
• 1 
1 i 
: AlB. 
8G8 (4) 164 
1  
1 47 
1 
! i 
av^ (10) 140 31 
Total 304 ' ! ! 78 1 1 
868 (6) 74 28 
1  
!  20 8 
Total 74 28 1 20 8 
! 
Oaiculated 
(9:5:3:1) 73 : ^ 24.d 24.5 8 
De^'iation -r probaule error (10:6) = 0.27 
868 (1) 
1 
62 1 
F 
24 21 
1  
'  ' ' •  • "  T  
1 
1 1 
869 (10) 1 91 : 33 45 ' 5 
871 {4) 78 ; 31 15 0 
873 (2) 67 : 30 31 2 
(2) : 36 I 52 : 45 2 
(7) 62 i 29 ! 27 1 
(11) 92 1 57 1 50 2 
(18) , 77 43 1 37 ' 1 
(19) : 60 ' 18 1 
) 
1  
15 2 
(21) 72 i 35 1  1  26 0 
875 (2) i 74 i 30 i 
i  
1  
1  24 ^ 0 ' ' ! 
' 5 6 -
Tatole 18 (continued) 
PSDIGHEE STAKCHY K SUGARY KERIJSLS 
mj&msH GRSM 1 W.B.L. ^VIR. ; ALB. 
1 
GRE31J .! W.B.L. VIR. ! ALB. 
Total 821 1 382 J j ' 336 16 
i 
1 
Calculated! 
(I:E»48 lim:-
a^e)^ 615 1 359 
( ; 
1 
, 
i 359 32 
( 
P = 0.01 
869 (4) 13 7 2 4 } 6 1 0 2 0 
871 (2) 44 18 11 6 8 0 2 0 
873 (8) 84 51 32 15 : 40 1 
1 
13 0 
(S) ! 57 25 15 
^ ! 24 6 7 1 
875 (1) ; 69 17 17 7 14 0 3 : 0 
Total 267 118 78 38 91 7 27 : 1 
Grouping 267 234 i 91 35 
Calculated: 
(1:1.9 
linka^^eV. 249 221 : 104 53 
P = O.OS 
87i> (4) ISO ' 2 
T* 1 1 
12 1 21 j 
Total 130 ; 9..0 12.0 21 
1 
! 
Calculated 
( 6.62:1 
linkcge) 
I 
118 i. 10.5,, J .... 10.51 
I 
1 
32 j 
1 1 
J 
P = 0.15' 
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Table 16 ;concluded) 
PSDIGHSE STAKCEY 
1 
i SUGARY KSR UELS 
GHSSW 1 W.B.L. 1 VIH. AlB. 
i 1 
t GHiJEW 
1 i 
W #13 mJjm V I R .  ALB 
870 ( 2 )  
• 
1 i 12 
i 1 
: ' f 
3 
Total ? 1 i 
1. 1 •; 
i I. 
1 
I 
i 
1 
....... L 
Deviation -r probable orror (3:1) =0.62 
1 874 (1) , i i 160 1 1 
i !  I 1 1E3 
i (6) ! 
i ! 
66 
I • 
[ ; 
; lea 
1 ( 8) 
: ! 
122 
I ; 
1 ; 
59 
1 (11)! : 107 
Total 799 
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Table 19 
Summary of Pg sugary and white-base-leaf progenies taken from 
Table le-
OBSiiKVin) CALCULATED ; DEVIATIONS 
IlUiiBiiR MBEH 
1 Su Su Wl Wl 0 .51 .51 
8 3u Su Wl wl 11 4.06 6.94 
8 au su Wl v/1 . E 4.06 2.06 
2 Su W1 . su wl 1 1.01 .01 
32 Su wl . su Wl 16 16.21 .21 
- - v/1 (110 selfs) - - - -
16 8U su va iVl 8 8.10 .10 
6 su su vil wl 0 4.05 4.05 
— su wl (no sclfs) - - — 
Total 58 28.00 
F., OailOTYPES AIvT: 
galculat;5P hatios 
(1:4 LIIiiiAGii:) 
P = 0.008 
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Relation between scarred endosperm (eo) ana sectored plants. 
A very definite correlation betv.feen sectored plants and scarred 
endosperm icernels was shown in the second generation from cross 
No. 1. The intensity of scarring on the endosperm is apparently 
not associated with a relative degree of striping on the sectored 
plants- Intensely scarred kernels often I'roduce normal green 
plants. Table EO shows the summary of all the counts which were 
made from ears segregating for scarred endosperm. The occurrence 
of the two sectored plants among normal kernels might v/ell be 
the result of errors in the classification of the kernels. Due 
to the difficulty in classifying the scarred kernels, and to 
the variation in the sectoring of the pl?ints, it is not possible 
to determiiie the exact genetic relation of the two characters at 
present. However, the occurrence of 59 percent of sectored plants 
among scarred endosperm icernels and of only .05 percent among the 
normal Icernels indicates a very close relationship between the tv;o 
characters. 
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Table EO 
Showing the summary of fifteen Fg families as regards scarred 
endosperm and sectored plants. Gross Ho. 1 
iCiRiriLS 
PLAHTS TROU 
NORMAL KSRITELS 
PLANTS FROM 
SCAHRED iOSailiiLS 
PSDIGHBE 
IIDMBEH 'NOHMAL ^ 
llOlf- ^ UOIJ-
3GA:;H]3D sectored sbctohed sectohed ; sectored 
Fifteen 
ears seg- ; 2906 
regating 
for scarred 
kernel 
598 3694 68 97 
Total 3906 
Calculated 
(15:1) 3941 
298 
E63 
5694 E • 68 97 
Deviation -f- probable error • Percent of seo-
(15 : 1) = 5.30 tored plants-.05 
Percent of sec­
tored plants—58.8 
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Most of the recent genetic studies with maize have been con­
cerned with testing the limcGge relations between various charac­
ters with the aim of suhstantioting the chromosome theory of here­
dity in planti=!. dtudiea have alao been ma.ce upon the Interrelation 
between various phenotypically similar characters v/ith the object 
of determining their interaction, their identity, and their link­
age relations. The present paper is concerned largely with the 
liniu.ge relations between a number of kernel and seedling charac­
ters. 
Chlorophyll seems to be more mutable then any other charac­
ter in meii:e. The mutants hax'e furnished an abundance of mater­
ial with which plant geneticists are solving the problcans of in­
heritance. The different modes of chlorophyll distribution in 
mutant types have also been studied by cytologists. HAHDOLPH 
(1^22) has made cytological studios of several chlorophyll de­
ficient types in mai^e. He reported that in pure green, Men-
delian white, virescent, and a maternal inheritance strain, the 
minute proplastids are of the same si!^e, shape, and general 
appearance. The proplaetids in the virescent tyi^e were found 
to develop as in the normul green plant except for the delay 
in development. 
Since t}:e present report deals with the chloropiiyll de­
ficiency iino'vn as virescent, it is deemed imperative that the 
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status of the various types of virescent seedlings already des­
cribed be determined. Five genetically different and non-lini:ed 
factors for the virescent phenotype were reported by 
(1924). The viroacents were designated as v^, Vg, V;^, V4, rnd 
Vg. A short ti/:!e prior to the 0c;icnrance of this paper, a 
paper by 3TH0KLMI (1924 a) appeared in which he also used the 
symbol v^^ to designate a virescent which ^Aas foiirid to be lini:ed 
with the factor A for anthocyanin. According to DEivISliEC, the 
virescent factor pair syrabolir>ed by Vg v^ is probably identical 
with iSTHCiMAH 'S Yi vi as suggested by their origin. However, an 
intercross will be necessary to establish the identity of the two. 
Hence there are probably only five different virescents concerned 
in the two papers. 
The writer has found two adaitional viresconts, \';/hich, as 
suggested by their linicago relatione, are very lively different 
from those reported by aiid DTaOMAIJ. Both virescents are 
located in the Y linicage group, occurring at a distsince of 2i5 and 
38 units from the Y factor. These virescents have been given the 
symbols Vg and v^ respectively. From the evidence at hand it seems 
safe to conclude that seven genetically cifferciit virescent seed­
lings have been found in mairie. 
There is a similarity between albinos and virescents with 
respect to their number and linicage relatiojis ss reported by 
different geneticists. Seven differont genes for albino seed-
! lings and indications for the presence of many raore have been 
I found (DEIiSHKO 1323). Jour albino genes occur in two linkage 
I I 
! groups, while six different virescent factors occur in five 
! 
i 
linkt;ge groups. In the Y jxroup, there are three faotors for 
I 
I albino ana two for virescant. 
The interaction between different chlorophyll characters 
! in raaise furnishes an interostirig genetic study. The types 
most deficient in chlorophyll ordinarily dominate the less de-
j 
j ficiont types when their factors occur in the double recessive 
j condition. It has beon further deraonstrated by (1924) 
I 
{ that the phenotype of aaedlings recessive for tv/o virescent 
1 
I factors are lighter than either of the parent types. The F£ 
i 
segregrtion of certain virescents gave the ratio of 9 green 
: 6 virescent : 1 very light virescent. A similar ratio v/as 
I given by the characters fine striped and virescent. 
I One rather similar case of t};e interaction between two 
. chlorophyll types is reported in the ijresent paper. This occurs 
in the case of the characters white-base-leaf and a virescent. 
The double recesai^^e condition of the factors for these types 
produces an albino plant. The do.ble recessive type, hc.vever, 
often develops a small amount of chlorophyll on ity lea.f tips. 
In'soKe families it procuces slightly more chlorophyll than 
any of the types comnicnly Icnovm us pure white (w v/). 
The rolled charactor (ro) reported in this paper is apparorit-
ly a physiologioo.1 abnormality of the plant tissues. This diseased 
appearing condition of the seedling leaves, kernel and roots 
proved to be a simple Mencielian recessive character* 
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SUMM^Y 
A virescent, havii?g a distinct carotincid-like appearance, 
proved to independent of factors Y» G, R, and Wl« The factor 
for this viregcent and for white-baae-leaf produced in the 
generation a ratio of 9 groen seedlings, 3 v/hi to-base-loaf seed­
lings, 3 virescent seedlings, and 1 albino seedling, the albino 
being of the genotype wl wl v v. 
The seedling type, rolled (ro), an abnormality of the leaves 
and under grouad parts, was found to be strictly Mendeliem. The 
rolled character proved to be independent of the factors An, Sn, 
Ig, and one virescent factor. 
Two virescent factors, Vg and v^, proved tc be linked to Y 
with a crossiiTg over percentage of H3 and 38 respectively. A 
crossing over percentage between Vg and v,^ of about 42 was found, ; 
.5 
indicating that the two virescent factors are located on opposite j 
ends of the chromos me from Y. | 
! 
A limited amount of data was secured confirming the linkage | 
of the factors, A and a crossing over percent of about 41 be- | 
ing found. This of ST^MAN'S is probably identical with the i 
7^ factor described by 
An albino (w^) was found to be independent of a pedigreed ' 
virescent strain. 
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Purther evidence was foimcl in support of a linkage bartween 
the factors Su and Vfl* The data, while very variable, indicate 
between BO and 22 percent of crossing over. 
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